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ABOUT US
Nonprofit Solutions has been providing
educational training and
organizational development to
nonprofits throughout Southern
California since 1984, training over
100,000 nonprofit practitioners to run
hundreds of nonprofit organizations
more effectively during that time.
Nonprofit Solutions is the hub to
connect nonprofits to the information
resources and referred partners
required to grow your mission.

Our mission is simple
and straight forward...
...help people in
nonprofit
organizations to
achieve their
missions.

Our blended solutions combine
professional development, consulting
and coaching to strengthen
organizational effectiveness and
deepen mission impact.
The core of this work is providing high
quality, affordable services to the
community where you can learn
connect and grow.

Our clients are numerous and diverse, representing emerging as well as
established nonprofits ranging from social service agencies to museums, arts
and public service organizations, educational institutions, neighborhoodbased health and human service providers and many more.
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OUR CORE SERVICES
Custom Training
Nonprofit Solutions offers individually designed and
reasonably priced development programs for nonprofit and
public sector staff and volunteers. We offer one day
workshops, as well as ongoing programs.

Consulting
Nonprofit Solutions’ consulting services provide capacitybuilding and problem-solving assistance to nonprofit
organizations. We offer affordable consulting services of
proven value with an emphasis on client focus and results.

Training Institute
Nonprofit PSolutions offers a robust calendar of workshops
year-round, open to members and non-members. We
specialize in offering live, interactive, and engaging sessions
facilitated by experienced people in the field. Our goal is to
offer effective, impactful & relevant training that will make a
difference in your work immediately.
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MEMBERSHIP OPTIONS
SWEET DEAL
MEMBERSHIP

COMMUNITY
MEMBERSHIP

$ Sliding fee scale based on
your annual budget

$ 250/year

Free Mindful Manager

Free Nonprofit Essentials

Free Nonprofit Essentials

Free Volunteer Essentials

Free Volunteer Essentials

10-30% discounts of all other
workshops

20-80% discounts of all other
workshops

5% discount on custom training
and consulting services

10% discount on custom training
and consulting services

Also included
50% discount on job postings on NPWorks (Sweet Deal: free postings)
Yearlong networking opportunities, in person and online
Members only events & resources
Online cross-organization special interest groups
NPS Resource Library
Supports free access to Foundation Database Online
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TRAINING PROGRAMS
Our interactive training programs are built on the foundations of our successful
Mindful Manager program. Programs support each other and take leadership
development to different levels to tackle the challenges and opportunities faced by
each organizational level.
We aim to support the entire nonprofit community to reach its fullest potential by
cultivating emotional intelligent leaders and inclusive organizational cultures. We
believe that to be successful in this endeavor, organizations must be willing to show
commitment to its staff through a top-down approach.
➢ All programs and
workshops are available
in-person (your location or
ours) or virtually.
➢ Prices provided include a
maximum number of 40
participants per session
(less for in-person
depending on space).
Contact us for larger
groups
(jcoupe@npsolutions.org).
➢ Our intention is to provide
affordable professional
development to serve the
nonprofit community. If
these programs are costprohibitive to your
circumstances, please
contact us for additional
options
(jcoupe@npsolutions.org).
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MINI-MINDFUL MANAGER
Nonprofit Solutions (NPS) offers a six
sessions series of 2.5 hours that focuses on
the development of essential skills for
emerging leaders and staff. The sessions
cultivate self-management and
management of others. All sessions
include:
Self-assessment & reflection
Interactive learning activities
Personal action plans
Application to daily work
Sessions are personalized to fit any
organization.
See p.14 for additional topics to add-on
to any program.

Topics include:

Investment:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Public Price -------------$7,000
Community -------------$6,650
Sweet Deal -------------$6,300

Leadership
Emotional Intelligence
Team Development
Communication
Conflict Resolution
Inclusion and Equity

Total time ---------------- 15 hours

The biggest improvement is that I finally feel comfortable in my role and like I'm prepared
to handle it to the best of my ability. Being promoted to the role of "manager" did not
come with any special training within my organization, so I was often unsure about
whether I was doing it "the right way." Now, I feel like I have the tools and the confidence
to help me bring out the best in my team and in my own performance. Plus, I'm a better
communicator, talent scout and mediator, which only further strengthens our team.
-Paul Parietti, Lawrence Family Jewish Community Center, Summer 2018
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MINDFUL MANAGER

Nonprofit Solutions (NPS) offers a tensession series of 2.5 hours that focuses on
the development of essential skills for
effective supervisors and managers. All
sessions include:
Self-assessment & reflection
Interactive learning activities
Personal action plans
Application to daily work
Sessions are personalized to fit any
organization.

Topics include:

Investment:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public Price -------------$11,000
Community -------------$10,450
Sweet Deal -------------$9,900

Leadership
Emotional Intelligence
Team Development
Communication
Conflict resolution
Inclusion and equity
Attention Management
Coaching
Talent Acquisition
Performance Management

Total time ---------------- 25 hours

The presenter was fantastic! Her facilitation style was effective and
engaging, and she was thought-provoking without being judgmental. I
thought she share airtime well and thoughtfully included all participants in
the discussion.

– Emily Berglund, San Diego Zoo Education, Winter 2020
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MANAGING DURING CHANGING TIMES

Nonprofit Solutions (NPS) facilitates a tensessions (2.5 hours) professional
development program for managers and
directors that will:
Introduce the important concepts
of being a mindful manager at a
higher level of leadership
Strengthen the management team
Encourage engagement and
leadership development among
team members
Sessions are personalized to fit any
organization.

Topics include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Management and Leadership
Emotional Intelligence
Engaging the Team
Communicating Value, Trust, and
Respect (2 sessions)
Managing Conflict (2 sessions)
Coaching with Empathy
Attention Management
Organizational culture

This was a fulfilling experience,
personally and professionally.
Some of the tools provided are
going to improve not only my
role as a manage but my daily
interactions outside work as
well. Thank you!
-Veronica Ayesta, Jewish Family
Service, Fall 2020

Investment:
Public Price ------------- $11,000
Community ------------- $10,450
Sweet Deal ------------- $9,900
Total Time---------------- 25 hours
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CULTIVATING AN INTENTIONAL CULTURE

Nonprofit Solutions (NPS) facilitates 4 full-day
sessions of professional development for
executive officers/senior leadership in a
retreat-like format.
Sessions are personalized to fit any
organization. Organizations can choose 10
topics among the 13 offered to tailor the
content to their needs.
See p.14 for additional topics to add-on.

10 Topics to be select from:
**indicate essential to the program.

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reflecting on Your Organization’s Culture *
Vision for Organizational Change *
Change Management & Benefits of
Change
Effective Strategies for Implementing
Change & Mindful Decision Making *
Operationalizing the Strategic Plan
Attention Management
EI and Leveraging Emotional Intelligence *
Team Engagement
Communicating Value, Trust & Respect *
Navigating Difficult Conversations
Managing Conflict & Embracing a Culture
of Conflict Resolution *
Inclusion & Equity Overview
Inclusion & Equity Initiatives

Investment:
Public Price ------------- $17,000
Community ------------- $16,150
Sweet Deal ------------- $15,300
Total time ---------------- 25 hours

Illuminating, Helpful,
Thought-Provoking
- Community Housing Works
Participant, 2021
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ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Nonprofit Solutions (NPS) offers eight
sessions of 2.5 hours of a customized
board development series for board
members that will explore the core
aspects of operating a nonprofit
organization:
Board policies
Board opportunities
Overall mission impact.
Sessions are personalized to fit any
organization.
See p.14 for additional topics to add-on
to any program.

Topics include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Governance
Financial Oversight and Accountability
Strategic Planning
Inclusion, Diversity, Equity, and Access
Human Resources
Communications
Fundraising
Advocacy

Investment:
Public Price ------------------ $9,000
Community ------------------ $8,550
Sweet Deal ------------------ $8,100

You’re like 9-1-1, the
paramedics you call for
an organization.
Nonprofit Solutions did
more than just revive
our organization, we
were resurrected!
- Monica Ball, UPLIFT

Total time -------------------- 20 hours
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INCLUSION, DIVERSITY, EQUITY AND ACCESS LEARNING GROUP
Nonprofit Solutions (NPS) offers seven sessions of
2.5 hours of a safe and sanctified space to
explore who we are in relation to others, and
what we can achieve together. This course is
designed to be inclusive. It is for any nonprofit
professional interested in bringing a wider sense
of belonging to their nonprofit organizations,
regardless of position or department.
History and Framework of Racial Equity
Deconstructing Racism and Building Equity
Systemic Equity and Organizational Change
Bias, Beliefs and Microaggressions
Identities, Marginalization and Privilege
Allyship, Antiracist and Upstanding

Sessions are highly interactive and
personalized to fit any organization.

Investment:
Public Price ------ $8,000
Community ------ $7,600
Sweet Deal ------ $7,200
Total time ------ 17,5 hours

I learned a lot about myself, and it opened my eyes to see
people and the world differently. I learned how to be more
sensitive to others and to respect other’s life experiences
that are different than mine. This Learning Group will help
people at my organization to step out of their comfort zone
to check their pre-conceived bias of others that are different
from them and to encourage people to be more inclusive.
– Paula Hawthorne, CDC Small Business Finance Group, Fall 2020
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CUSTOM TRAINING
In order to meet your specific needs, Nonprofit Solutions also offers custom
training program. You can choose the focus of the workshop, from a list of
existing programs, or we can develop one specifically designed for your
organization.
Below are some of the high-quality training solutions we have provided
the nonprofit community in the past:
Building Team Effectiveness
Communication
Cross-Generational Training
Customer Service Skills
Emotional Intelligence
Facilitating Effective Meetings
Getting the Grant
Inclusive Communications

Inclusion & Equity
Managing Conflict
Organizational Culture
Overcoming Nonprofit Burnout
Technology Skills
Virtual & Remote Work Skills
Unconscious Bias

Additional topics:

Investment:

For a newly developed training not on the
list, please contact us so we can discuss
the possibilities to find the best solution
and pricing for your organization.

The pricing information will depend on
the number of sessions, subject and
other criteria. As a baseline, most of our
workshop follow this pricing range:

We typically offer one-day workshops or
weekly ongoing programs.

Public Price ----------- $1,000
Community -------------- $950
Sweet Deal --------------- $900
Sessions are usually about 2 hour
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ADD-ONS

Supplemental workshops from the
following list can be added to any
training program.
Inclusion and Equity
Attention Management
Emotional Intelligence
Bridging Workforce Generation
Gaps
Coaching
Talent Acquisition
Performance Management
Communication
Feel free to explore our workshops
and programs on our website to
discover additional options.

Public Price ------------ $1,000
Community --------------- $950
Sweet Deal --------------- $900
Sessions are usually 2 hour
long

We opened up and allowed ourselves to be vulnerable in a way I have
never seen before at Plant With Purpose or any other workplace. I think
this was incredibly beneficial in terms of building a community of trust
– Corey Chin, Plant with Purpose, Winter 2022, Inclusion & Equity Custom Workshop
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CONSULTING PACKAGES
COACHING
Executive coaching features a series
of 50-minute specialized and
professional coaching sessions for
executive, business, and personal
development.

PRICE PER TEAM MEMBER
6 sessions of 50 mins sessions:
Public Price: -------------------- $1,800
Community: -------------------- $1,710
Sweet deal: --------------------- $1,620

Each additional 50 mins sessions
Public price: ----------------------- $300
Community: ----------------------- $285
Sweet deal: ----------------------- $270

Coaching sessions center on
supporting the coachee to solve
problems and implement solutions.
Through coaching sessions, leaders
learn to align their values, talent,
culture, and strategy with the vision
and mission of the organization.
The first session will establish rapport,
discuss strengths, barriers and
challenges, set session goals, and
develop a personal vision of success.
Subsequent sessions will focus on
reflection and address progress
toward goals. In the final session, the
coach will celebrate progress and
develop a plan for continuing
success.

A minimum of six sessions are required to successfully process the selfdiscoveries and implement new strategies.
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NONPROFIT CONSULTING
Nonprofit Solutions consulting services provide capacity-building and
problem-solving assistance to nonprofit organizations. We help you develop
creative solutions to organizational problems and serve as a catalyst for
change and growth.
From problem definition through data gathering and analysis,
recommendations and implementation, we offer affordable consulting
services of proven value, with an emphasis on client focus and results. Put
our expertise to work for you!

Investment:
Price per hour
Public Price: -----------------------$125
Community: ------------------ $118.75
Sweet Deal: -------------------- $112.5

Minimum time: --------------- 5 hours

35%

OF ALL CONTRACTS COMPLETED
IN 2021 WERE CONSULTING

436

TOTAL NONPROFIT
ORGANIZATIONS SERVED
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READY TO GET STARTED?
CLICK HERE
To fill in our contact form and schedule your initial
FREE consultation to discuss how we could best serve
your interests

The Nonprofit Solutions Way

1

Be Effective, Impactful & Relevant
Serve the nonprofit community during changing
times

2

Create a Supportive & Inclusive Community
Collaborative & cooperative
Inclusive & accessible

3

Design an environment of Wellness & Growth
Optimistic
Encourage Growth Mindset
Promote work/life balance & wellness

4

Aspire to Innovation & Technology
Innovative ways to connect
Connect through virtual spaces
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